Domain Exposure Monitoring
for Partners
Detect and Mitigate Domain Threats

The Need to Monitor the Dark Web
Data breaches compromise millions of accounts every year, and exposed credentials continue to recirculate in underground
communities. The challenge you face as a service provider is rapidly detecting the presence of your customers’ compromised
credentials in those underground communities, before bad actors can use them.
Constella’s Domain Monitoring Portal allows you to automate the monitoring of the dark web for your customers’ credentials,
eliminating hours of manual investigation. You can quickly identify any existing exposed credentials as well as any new exposures.
This real-time insight enables your customers to block the use of compromised credentials before cyber criminals can use them
in an attack.

Understand the scope of any exposed domain data with comprehensive alerts.
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Deliver the Digital Risk Protection Your Customers Need
Get access to the same digital risk protection solutions powerful enough for government agencies and high net worth individuals
to deliver high value services to your customers.

Detect and mitigate domain threats for any size organization in one easy-to-use dashboard.
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Join Constella Connect Partner Program
Join forces with the leader in digital risk protection by adding a powerful and differentiated solution to your portfolio. The
Constella Connect Partner Program enables our trusted partners to leverage our industry-leading expertise and technology to
protect your customers’ people, brand, and assets - powered by the largest breach data collection on the planet with over 100B
attributes and 45B curated identity records spanning 125 countries and 53 languages.
CONTACT US:

PARTNERS@CONSTELLAINTELLIGENCE.COM
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